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Journalism students sweep competition

PHOTO SUBMITTED

MSUM students found success this past weekend at the Midwest Journalism Convention.
BY MICHAEL SMITH
Assistant Editor

The mass communications department celebrated a successful weekend at
the Midwest Journalism

Conference, April 16 and 17,
in Bloomington, Minn.
Members
of
MSUM’s
Campus News, Horizonlines.
org and documentary class
came away from the confer-

ence with a plethora of awards,
both group and individual.
Campus news won two Eric
Sevareid Awards winning first
place in the newscast category for “Campus News Flood

Students travel cross-country
BY CHARLY HALEY
Staff Writer

The National Student
Exchange is an academic
exchange student program
that MSUM is associated with.
There are over 160 schools in
the U.S. and Canada that are
part of the student exchange.
Any one of those schools is a
potential opportunity for an
MSUM student.
“I hear over and over from
students that it’s the best
thing they’ve ever done,”
said Sherry Estrem, the
National Student Exchange
Coordinator
at
MSUM.
Students who are interested in
participating in the National
Student Exchange program
should contact Estrem.
Estrem listed some of the
academic benefits of the program as: enhancing the student’s education; providing
additional classes not offered
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at MSUM; an opportunity to
learn from a new prospective,
with different professors and
faculty members.
However, there are not only
academic benefits to the program. The experience of the
National Student Exchange
is designed to challenge and
augment all aspects of the student’s life. Estrem described
this as learning to do things
for yourself and gaining additional maturity. Additionally,
Estrem said that the National
Student Exchange would look
good to potential employers
in the future.
“Employers look at what
your experiences have been
while getting your undergraduate degree and they see
it as an enhancement to you
to have been educated somewhere else,” Estrem said.
A common concern about
study abroad and student

Deadline for
advertisement
completion and
newspaper
submissions is
Monday at 5 p.m.

exchange programs is that
they will push back the participating student’s graduation,
due to issues such as the transfer of credits and availability
of classes. Estrem addressed
this inquiry by saying that
as long as the student works
with his or her adviser to plan
classes carefully, graduation
will not be pushed back by
participating in the National
Student Exchange.
“Every class that a student
takes and every grade they
receive from that institution
comes back to MSUM,” Estrem
said. “It should not take any
additional time at all, unless
the student chooses to experiment and take some other
classes, and that’s always the
student’s choice.”
Qualifications for participating in the National
Student Exchange program at

Edition,” which chronicled the
F-M area’s fight against the
Red River in 2009.
“We did two basically
devoted to the flood and I
picked the second one that we
did. I felt it was more visually interesting,” said Aaron
Quanbeck, campus news program director. “It was chaos,
but it was organized chaos. I
was fortunate to work with
some students that really
cared and were really dedicated.”
Campus News also took the
top spot in the sportscast category.
Also taking home an Eric
Sevareid Award was the documentary class for “The Kayak
Lady: The Mary Shideler
Story.”
“We just tried to match
her uniqueness in our storytelling,” said Andrew Tichy,
narrator of the documentary.
“Mary is an eccentric and
admittedly crazy person and
we wanted to convey that in
our story of her travels. We
also knew that she had an

BY KIMBERLY EHRLICH
Opinion Editor

Dan Heckaman, director of information technology at
MSUM, recently informed student senate of the university’s
intention to start up a “authentication” service for students on
all school computers.
“Authentication” means that students will have log-ins
to access personalized computer accounts at computers on
campus. The intent is to have both something the student can
personalize and the university can maintain. Included in this
will be the implementation of print control, which will allow
students to print only a certain amount of documents each
semester. Other schools around the state already practice both
accounts and print control, MSUM is just now getting in line
and doing it as well.
“Well, they’ve been talking about and researching it for several years now,” said Chris Fried, member of the University’s
Student Technology Fee Committee, where the issue was discussed. “It will likely also replace the VPN system for wireless
access.”
The program will be ready for implementation this summer,
but will be put off until later in the fall when students can be
properly informed of the changes.
Ehrlich can be reached
at ehrlichki@mnstate.edu
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emotional, sometimes heartbreaking side as well. The
main goal I guess was to relay
to the viewer what we came
to know about Mary and that
is that she is a ‘strong, independent woman’ who used
kayaking as a method of meditation and escape from the
troubles and despair her life
dealt.”
Each member of the class
has a job to do, it can be reporting, videography or editing.
“My day with the kayak lady
was interesting to say the
least,” Tichy said. “We wondered through the woods for
most of the day in steady rain
looking for a lake. Even with
a GPS we weren’t sure where
we were at times. Fortunately
we found one lake over the
course of the day, which made
it all worthwhile.”
The documentary class has
had success at events like this
before winning an Emmy in
2007 for their documentary
“The Greatest Silent Sport.”
Horizonlines.org
is
a
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Loan sessions

Are
you
graduating
spring semester? Need some
answers to your loan questions?
Attend one of the following
exit loan counseling sessions
held in Owens Conference
room 207:
April 29 at 11 a.m. and 3 p.m.
April 30 at 10 a.m.
May 3 at 1:00 p.m.

Penny Wars

MSUM’s Chemistry and
Biochemistry Club is doing a
Penny Wars fundraiser.
In the chemistry office in
Hagen 407 there are 12 jars
set up for the chemistry and
biochemistry professors. Put
pennies in the jar of your
choice—the professor with
the most pennies wins!
Silver change and dollars
count as negative values and
cancel out pennies.
The “prize” is a pie in the
face at the Chemistry and
Biochemistry Club end-ofthe-year party.

Advocate meetings
4 p.m. Mondays in
CMU 110

The Advocate would like to
invite any interested students
to its weekly meetings in The
Advocate office. Pick up an
application today and apply
to be a sports writer, staff
writer, cartoonist or photographer. Photographer meetings
are at 4:30 p.m.
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There will be a raffle to
decide who gets to be the
one to pie the professor.
The Penny War will go
until April 30. Get out there
and vote for your favorite
professor to get pied in the
face!
Half of the proceeds will
go to the American Cancer
Society.

Senior year experience

The Office of Student
Activities would like to
remind MSUM juniors and
seniors of a great opportunity.
The Senior Year Experience
course is intended to address
issues specific to a MSUM
senior’s transition from student to professional.
The Senior Year Experience
consists of the following
eight sessions: Successful
Transition into the Real
World, Careers, Personal
Finance, Investment 101,
Civic Engagement, Crucial
Conversations, Dressing for
Success and Dining Etiquette
(dinner included).
The Senior Year Experience
class is a half semester, onecredit class that meets on
Monday evenings from 68:30 p.m. starting Sept. 27,
2010. Students may register
under PDEV 310-Senior Year
Experience.
Please register soon, as it
may fill quickly.

Help athletics

If you are looking for volunteering ideas, the athletic
department has an opportunity for you!
They need help with the
track meets on May 1, May 7
and May 8.
If you are interested in getting involved, please contact NaDean Schroeder at
218.477.2113 or at schroeder@mnstate.edu, or contact
Sylvia Barnier at 218.477.2401
or at barniers@mnstate.edu.
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Dragons After Dark

Dragons After Dark is
partnering with Dragon
Entertainment Group to
present Dragon Gladiators
in the Wellness Center at 9
p.m. on Friday.
The first 300 MSUM students will get a free drawstring backpack.
Activities include: inflatable gladiator games, rock
climbing wall, ping pong,
hula hoop making, bingo
(9-10 p.m.) and free food
(including fruit smoothies).
There will also be instructional classes available for
students:
9 p.m. Zumba
9:30 p.m. Kickboxing
10 p.m. African Dance
10:30 p.m. Hip Hop Dance
11 p.m. Basic Step
11:30 p.m. Pilates
12 a.m. Hooping

Scorch Jam

It is not too late to sign
your organization up for an
organization expo table for
Scorch Jam on May 4 from
12-5 p.m.
This will allow organizations to talk to students
about what you do.
If you are interested in
having an expo table during the event, contact
Aisha Mohamed, Outreach
Coordinator, at 218.477.2264
at your earliest convenience
for reservations.

Resume basics

Do you need to learn
how to write a resume?
Applying for jobs? Nearing
Graduation? Not sure where
to start?
Resume Basics For All is
perfect for you. In this workshop Career Services will go
over the basics of writing a
resume and cover letter in
CMU 203 on May 3 from 56:30 p.m. We’re excited to see
you there!

SECURITY UPDATE
Director of Campus Security Michael Parks
BY LESLIE WOOD
Features Editor

Vehicles collide

There was a motor vehicle
accident in Lot N at 12:48
p.m. on April 20.
Two students collided
their vehicles causing a large
amount of damage to one
vehicle. The Moorhead Police
Department was called to
take report of the accident.

Bike stolen

A bike was stolen from the
bike rack outside the library
at 10:34 p.m. on April 22.
The new silver bike was
last seen south of the library
at 8:30 p.m.

Vehicle vandalized

A vehicle was vandalized in
Lot D at 3:57 p.m. on April 23.
The Moorhead Police
Department took a report of
the passenger mirror being
knocked off of a parked car.

Wrestling injury

An individual broke his arm
in a wrestling match at 6:57
p.m. on April 23. The paramedics arrived and transported the
individual to MeritCare.

Student arrested

Security responded to a
complaint about loud noise
in South Snarr at 2:15 a.m. on
April 24.
A security officer discovered six individuals drinking
in the first floor room. The
Moorhead Police Department
was contacted and five individuals were cited for minors
in consumption.
One student who was argu-

ing with the MPD officers
was arrested and transported
to the Clay County Jail.

Notebook re-enacted

Security found two females
laying in the middle of 14th
Street at 3:28 a.m. on April 24.
The students stated that
they wanted to re-enact a
scene from “The Notebook.”
Both females were cited by the
Moorhead Police Department
for minors in consumption.

Seizure in Ballard

A male had a seizure in
Ballard at 12:55 p.m. on
April 25. The student was
transported by ambulance to
MeritCare.

Naughty usage

There was computer misuse at Nemzek at 8:15 p.m.
on April 26.
Security found a person
viewing pornographic material on a school computer. A
warning was issued to individual.

Alcohol offense

There was an alcohol offense
outside of Ballard at 12:15 a.m.
on April 27.
Security had received a
complaint of a male walking
towards Ballard drinking a
beer. An officer located the student outside of Ballard with
two other students.
They discovered a bottle
of alcohol in the individual’s
dorm room when security
brought him back inside. The
student was referred to judicial affairs for possession of
alcohol.

April 30

7:30 p.m.
9 p.m.-1 a.m.

String Recital, Fox Recitial Hall
Dragons After Dark

Copyright 2009, The Advocate.

May 1

The Advocate is always looking for talented writers, photographers, columnists and illustrators. Meetings are held at 4
p.m. every Monday in CMU 110.
Contact the editor for more information or come to the
staff meetings.

7:30 p.m.
		
		

Performing Arts Series:
Ragamala Dance Theatre,
Hansen Theatre

May 2

10 a.m.
		
3 p.m.		

Outdoor Track & Field at
Moorhead/ Ron Masanz Invite
Festival Choirs

All Day
		

Study Day
No classes, night classes will meet

All Day

Final Exams begin

All Day
11 a.m.
		

Final Exams
Outdoor Track & Field at
Moorhead/NSIC Champs

May 8

11 a.m.
		

Outdoor Track & Field at
Moorhead/NSIC Champs

May 14

10 a.m., 2 p.m. Commencement
7 p.m.		
Residence Halls Close
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Student wins College Photographer of the Year
BY KELSIE O’KEEFE
Staff Writer

Chris Franz’s journey to
success is much like that of
the many college students
before him—littered with
doubt, fear, change and revelation.
While attending NDSU for
engineering, Franz realized
that it wasn’t for him, and
began the search for a new
career path. Photography
was a hobby of Franz’s, and
for lack of a better path,
he followed his interest to
the mass communications
department at MSUM.
“When I first started photojournalism, I sucked,”
Franz said. “I thought I was
taking good photographs
but I really wasn’t.”
After a year of photojournalism, Franz developed his
concept of telling stories
through photographs.
Mentored by mass communications photography
professors Reggie Radniecki
and Wayne Gudmundson,
Franz developed his photo
editing, story shaping and
storytelling skills.
“Chris Franz worked very
hard last year, not with any
intention of winning a contest, but because he really
enjoyed telling stories with
his pictures,” Radniecki
said.
While following a high
school football team picture story, Franz’s view of
making photos suddenly
changed. He started thinking ahead, seeing the story
unfold. That’s when it all
came together for him.
“Photographs need to
have that element of a story
for it to really matter,” Franz

said.
It’s Franz’s ability to tell
stories with images that sets
him apart from other student
photographers,
winning
him College Photographer
of the Year along with
six other awards at this
year ’s Minnesota News
Photographers Association
Convention on April 17.
Though other photographers at the conference
had strong images, Franz’s
photos stood out because of
their storytelling elements.
“None of the other
candidates
for
College
Photographer of the Year
had anywhere near as strong
a picture story as Chris had,”
Radniecki said. “Even before
the judging I knew he would
win.”
Franz gives all the credit
to his two photojournalism
mentors.
“They’re the reason I got
this,” Franz said. “If those
two weren’t here I would
still be the same photographer—thinking I was taking
good photographs but really
wouldn’t be.”
Franz isn’t trying to
change the world with his
photographs—yet. He simply wants to tell peoples’
stories. And now, he’s more
motivated than ever, tackling bigger projects than
high school football teams.
Through a project for
Hospice, Franz is telling
the story of a family with a
10-month-old boy diagnosed
with a rare terminal syndrome. Franz’s photographs
show the family through
their daily struggles, capturing their moments of joy,
hardship and emotion.

SELF PORTRAIT BY CHRIS FRANZ / THE ADVOCATE

Chris Franz won College Photographer of the Year at this year’s Minnesota News Photographers
Association Convention on April 17.

Franz in also working on a
cover story for the “Christian
Science Monitor,” as well as
intern photographing for

CHRIS FRANZ / THE ADVOCATE

At the Minnesota News Photographers Association Convention, along with winning photographer of
the year, Franz also took first place in the “Portrait” category.
Alexandria Davis (above) has played the bugle for the West Fargo VFW for more than two years, but
has been replaced by a digital bugle. “Even though I’m visually impaired, I still try to help our country,” she said. Despite bringing a petition signed with over 400 signatures to the VFW, they will not
reconsider. Davis has since moved to Warroad, MN to play bugle for their VFW.
He also took second place in “Picture Story,” honorable mention in “Feature,” second place in “Pictoral,” honorable mention in “Sports Feature” and second place in “Feature Picture Story” for the
professional category.

The Forum this summer.
“I just want to be able to
tell other peoples’ stories,”
Franz said. “All my life I’ve
worried about what I should
do. I’m just glad I’ve found
something.”
To see more of Franz’s
MNPA award-winning pho-

tos, along with others photos taken by him, visit www.
chrisfranzphoto.blogspot.
com.

O’Keefe can be reached
at okeeke@mnstate.edu

Cetero Research is enrolling healthy men and women
ages 18 to 35 with moderate to severe facial acne.
This 40 day trial is testing a topically applied medication that may
reduce acne which consists of daily visits in the morning and evening
that will take approximately 1 hour of your time each visit.
If you or someone you know has moderate to severe facial acne and
is interested in participating in a clinical trial paying up to $3600,
please go to www.pracs.com or call our recruiting department
at 888- 277 -7227.
We thank you for your interest in
Cetero Research and look forward
to your call.

S01468
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Advocate editorial board
Megan Nitschke
Editor

Michael Smith
Assistant Editor

Kimberly Ehrlich
Opinion Editor

Graduation and a
new school year
for students
Graduation day is rolling around yet again, and a new
batch of seniors will be leaving us in May. For those
not graduating it is time to start a new chapter. Semester
didn’t go how you planned?
Now that is all behind you.
For younger students, next year can be a time for
branching out from the social circles you may have
come to depend on.
Although it may be tempting to stay with the same people you always have, like your neighbors in the dorms,
reaching out to those in your major and other majors is
important networking for the future.
If you felt isolated this past year, think about joining
some of the tightly knit groups on campus that can feel
like home—maybe a sports team, Student Senate or
Dragon Radio. There are always things to do on campus
to get you out of your room.
Seriously consider your classes. If you felt overloaded
this year, take fewer classes next semester, and if you
found yourself bored, think about auditing a class or
taking a PE course. Many classes offer time outside of
the classroom.
For new seniors next year, remember it’s never too late
to join an organization or club.
It’s also never too late to take a class in an interest
you’ve never explored. Banded tuition has its ups and
downs, but it does allow you to take classes that you are
interested in that may not be in you major.
The end of the year for graduates, though, means an
entirely new chapter of life: the real world. This is the
time to put college experiences and knowledge into action.
Internships, class projects, all-night studying and presentations are soon going to pay off.
So as you contemplate next year’s plans or arrange
schedules, think about your future.
Think long and hard about where you want to go in
life and take the steps necessary to achieve that in the
upcoming days, months and years.
Summer is a time for relaxation and preparation for the
next step, whatever that may be.
Make sure to use your time wisely while enjoying your
summer.
Thanks for reading The Advocate and look for future
issues in the upcoming school year.
The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not
necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the
editor and your turn submissions. They should be
typed and must include the writer’s name, signature,
address, phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m.
Monday and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Apparently, you can’t train a mascot.

Utilize Facebook for more
Danielle Voigt
Columnist

As you were reading your news feed on
Facebook, a 65-year-old man was sitting in his
prison cell for the 35th year. Leonard Peltier
was found guilty of killing two FBI agents in
1975. I’m sure more than half of you who will
read this have never heard of Peltier. It’s not
Peltier whom I want to advocate for but for
the general lack of intelligence our generation
has for events outside of our social networks.
When I am in class I see at least three people
on their Facebooks. We are adding pictures of a
night we couldn’t remember or creeping on our
friends. Yes, I can admit that I have creeped on
my friends’ pages and I am sure that you have,
too. We know the relationship status, interests,
political and religious views of all of our peers
but do we know anything outside of those
virtual walls? Peltier was found guilty because

the FBI claimed that the ballistic tests proved
that his rifle had fired the bullets that killed the
agents. It was later announced that the shell casings were not from Peltier’s rifle. The FBI also
admitted that “we do not know who killed the
agents.” Are we blind to events such as this or
do we choose not to see? We would rather not
know what goes on in the world and continue
to consume our “social network happy meals.”
Or maybe we simply don’t know because we
haven’t looked. Social networks can be used
for extraordinary things and have been used
for such that. When phones and e-mail were
unreliable after the earthquake in Haiti, many
people used their social network accounts to
assure family and friends that they were safe.
So I leave you with this: This summer while
basking in the sun and tweeting about all your
glorious times, remember you have the ability
to change lives with this relatively new outlet
called social networks.

Don’t think you’re blind?
e-mail Voigt
at voigtda@mnstate.edu

My letter to America
LETTER TO THE EDITOR

The sheep in this society we call “citizens”
are in for a great awakening. Congratulations
to all the mindless drones that hide behind
text messages, constant partying and pop culture. You now have yourself a country free
of democracy, welcome to your new status of
bureaucracy. See by silencing yourself, you
have now officially given up your status as an
“informed” voter. On that note, I cannot even
endow you with the former title of “informed.”
How many of you really even know your representatives or what they stand for? But I bet
you sheep could elaborate on hours about club
music or American Idol.
Anyway, as I was saying best wishes on your
new title of bureaucracy because obviously
people no longer run this country. The government is no longer in fear of its people, rather it
is now vice versa. I’m glad to know instead of
fighting for a cause whether liberal or conservative, we would rather indulge our minds in
the gross pop culture of society. Yes, it is way
more worthwhile to know the biographies of
fictional characters from “The Hills” than support Wall Street reform, or simply sign a petition. Oh yes it is far better to wonder why Tiger
Woods cheated on his wife than understanding
what I’m voting for, because as we all know
Tiger Woods’ scandal affects my life directly.
As sheep of America it is our duty to blind
ourselves with useless nonsense so the elite can
swiftly do as they want. Them making billions

of dollars why you donate bodily fluids to eat
is the way it should be. Do not worry about
poverty and starvation around the world, or
right here in America for that matter. Those
people do not matter because they are not my
friends on Facebook. Anyway, as a sheep you
probably already joined the Facebook group
“stop world poverty” so there is no need to
attend a rally or protest. Also, your time is
probably all taken up with binge drinking and
your constant texting about who is hanging out
with whom, or what you thought Brian was
thinking of your outfit.
And as we all know it is crucial to a sheep’s
image to spend ungodly amounts of money
on clothing and personal items instead of giving a dollar to support clean up in Haiti. We
as American sheep have a duty to consume
without question, who cares if my Nikes were
made with a child’s crippled broken hands, he
is still working right? And not to mention these
Nikes are so cool looking! There is no need to
be informed anymore, we can trust corporations and politicians to run our lives and to
interpret our liberties. Oh how great the life of
a sheep will be, The United Sates of the blind is
just right for you and me.

ZACHARY TOLIVER
STUDENT

Opinion
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Hello, Misses Gub’na Editor’s Farewell
Ross Peterson
Columnist

On a typical boring Monday, a not so ordinary
event occurred. While sitting down eating a typical Kise meal, I was approached by Minnesota
Speaker of the House Margaret Kelliher, and
experienced first-hand my first encounter with a
real live politician.
It fully reminded me of the current events I
have written about all year, political and otherwise, and gave me the chance to discuss the
events of today with her. We discussed tuition
rates and our early lives, and what is in plan for
the future. What is most imminent however, is
election season, and it is my pleasure to research
which candidate is best.
On the Democratic side, Kelliher, Mark
Dayton, and Matt Entenza will all be competing.
In the Republican corner, a host of candidates

including Tom Emmer and Marty Seifert. Big
names like Norm Coleman and Tim Pawlenty
will not be in the running, which leaves the election a big fat too-close-to-call one. The New York
Times Web site features the governor race as a
tight one when pitting any candidate against
another one candidate, which gives voters all
the incentive to participate in one of the tightest
races, and the possible election of Minnesota’s
first democratic governor in over 20 years.
From my past columns, it’s no surprise I’m
backing a Democratic candidate. But like any
other good constituent, I’m going to make this
vote count and vote for who supports MY views.
It will take quite a bit of research, high and low
to see which of these qualified candidates is most
deserving of a hole-punch or a check-mark, and
you should do yours as well.
Ladies and gentlemen, grab your ballots, it’s
going to be one hell of an election, and have a
great summer from yours truly.
Know who you’re voting for?
e-mail Peterson
at petersonro@mnstate.edu

What I have found at MSUM
Soichi Homma
Columnist

Illustration by Tate Mlady / The Advocate

What have I found through my life in
MSUM? What have I learned? What have I
experienced and done? Spring has just come
to Moorhead. At the same time, it is telling me
that my life at MSUM is about to be done.
I am an exchange student from Kanda
University, Japan. I came to study at MSUM
last August. Actually, this is my second time
in Moorhead because I was here for a whole
year as an exchange student four years ago. I
went to DGF high school in Glyndon. I lived
with a wonderful family, made a lot of new
friends and had a great year. I really did not
want to leave here at that time, and I promised to come back. That is why I came back
to Moorhead, and I am studying at MSUM
right now.
After spending four years in Japan and
coming back to the same place where I lived
in America, I noticed that many things have
changed, especially people. My host sister
and brother have grown up, and my friends
have started working. Last time I went to
high school. This time I am studying in college. My life in Moorhead is obviously very
different than the last time. Last time I came,
I learned so many important things. But what
have I found this time?
Since I was very young, I’ve loved music
and singing. We do not have any music classes at my Japanese college, so I took MSUM
Jazz Choir, Snow Fire, in my first semester.
We had a great concert in December. I also
sang in my private Japanese band KAEDE.
We sang at the talent show, and our biggest
event was at Japan Club’s Japan Night. I was

supposed to spend only one semester here
and leave in December, but through those
concerts and spending time with my new
friends, I decided to stay here for another
semester. This semester, I continued Snow
Fire and KAEDE, and started MSUM Concert
Choir too. We had two Snow Fire concerts,
and I sang a solo at the last of concert. Also,
as KAEDE, we sang in the MSUM event
Celebration of Nations. And we still have
two more concerts. One will be on May 29 in
Fargo, and the other one will be a small farewell concert in two weeks, on May 7. MSUM
Concert Choir took concert trip to Chicago,
and sang at many beautiful places such as
historical churches, high schools and big
universities. Also, we had one home concert
in April. And we will have one more concert
with other choirs on Sunday.
I’m leaving Fargo on May 14. I really do not
feel like I am leaving here in three weeks, but
each time when I have a concert, I am very
happy that I made a decision a year ago to
come here. Honestly, I still do not know what
the most important thing that I learned in
my American life this time is. It’s not always
easy to live in a different country with a different, culture, but, I’m sure that there is a
reason why I’m here now. I hope I can find
the reason some day. And one thing is for
sure, I will sing as best as I can for the rest of
my concerts.
Lastly, I want to thank all of the people that
related to me somehow this year. I cannot
express how much I appreciate everything
they have done for me. I may not be able to
tell thank you to each one of you, so I will
show my feeling in my singing. Come to my
last concerts!
Already miss So?
e-mail Chamma
at misticmirage_s@hotmail.com

Megan Nitschke
Editor-in-Chief

About six months ago, after the stresses of school, The
Advocate and my other responsibilities started to wear me
down; I opened my assignment book to April 29 and wrote
in big letters, “It’s finally here!”
Yes, the final issue of The Advocate.
After more stress and difficult decision-making than I had
ever prepared for as a second-year college student, the year
is finally wrapping up. Day after day I may have thought I
wanted my position as editor of The Advocate to be over, but
honestly, the struggles I faced and the successes I made all
aided in my growth as an individual, a co-worker, a leader,
an editor, a business person and so much more. Even though
I didn’t know what I was getting myself into when I agreed
to take on this position at the end of my freshman year, I hold
no regrets. And I feel I can only prosper from here.
I once read a quote by George Eliot (on my friend’s
Facebook page, naturally) that said, “Only those who risk
going too far can possibly find out how far one can go.” I’ve
taken this quotation to heart, and I think it’s an excellent representation of my year as editor, as well as a strong motive to
live by. If you think about it, in life if we don’t take chances,
how are we supposed to discover our potential? Taking on a
significant college job is never an easy task, but that decision
sparked so many learning opportunities for me. For example,
at the beginning of the year, I had to test my professionalism
by meeting with administration and establishing myself as
a mature business figure. Forming such important relationships has taught me how to stay ahead in the work world and
remain professional regardless of age or school experience.
One of the most difficult tasks for me to master has been
the management part of the position. Every Monday I prepare for a staff meeting to assign stories and photos for the
week. As the leader of the paper, it’s my job to head the
meeting, therefore presenting myself as the “go-to” person
for questions and help. When it comes to any editorial decision, the final word is mine. This is where my leadership and
decision-making skills advanced the furthest. Not only was I
thinking about what would be appropriate and worthwhile,
but I had to factor in space details for the pages, the adult and
alumni community that reads the paper and our advertisers.
Decision-making is not easy.
But in the end, I discovered that mistakes bring insight,
and it is often better to learn by doing than never knowing
at all.
I won’t say this year wasn’t tough for me, but the hard
work proved worth it every time a new issue came out successfully or positive comments were sent our way. Even
though the first issue maybe wasn’t the best, it will go in my
books as one of my proudest moments. Stepping into this
position with no expectations except to learn and keep the
paper strong, it was quite an accomplishment for me to see
all the work that went into the first issue in its printed form.
So thank you MSUM community for tuning into this year’s
Advocate. I can only hope I did the paper justice. It has been
a pleasure working with the other Advocate staff members,
because it is really a team effort each week.
Now as I flip the page in my assignment book and see
those big letters, I can say that after nine months, 30 issues
and 372 Advocate pages later, I feel successful, accomplished
and complete as the 2009-2010 editor of The Advocate.

Want to stalk Megan?
e-mail Nitschke
at nitschkeme@mnstate.edu
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New technology keeps users connected
BY LESLIE WOOD
Features Editor

With all the new technology becoming available on
cell phones and the Internet,
it has become easier for students to stay connected with
friends and family.
Verizon Wireless recently
released a new application
on smartphones, such as the
Android and BlackBerry,
which will make it easier
to connect with people that
live in other countries. This
application came from a popular program found on the
Internet called Skype.
Skype is a software program that enables conversations around the world.
Millions of individuals use it
to make free video and voice
calls, send instant messages
and share files with other
Skype users. People also use
Skype to make low-cost calls
to landlines and mobiles.
Through Verizon Wireless,
individuals are able to benefit from a different experience by allowing them to call
other Skype users with their
smartphones. This is beneficial for several reasons. First,
you do not have to make
appointments to chat with
someone on the Internet.
“When using Skype on
the computer you have to
set up appointments to chat
with others, but with Skype
mobile there are no appointments to set up,” said Karen
Smith, Verizon Wireless representative. “You can always
be available with this application and do not have to
wait around the computer to
connect with people that live
in other countries.”
Another reason why this
application is a great option
for college students is that it
is a free application.
“Students should take
advantage of this application

if they have an Android or
BlackBerry device,” Smith
said. “It does not cost any
money to download or make
an international call.”
People with smartphones
can make and receive unlimited Skype-to-Skype voice
calls with any Skype contact
around the globe. They can
also send and receive unlimited instant messages with
other Skype users, manage
their contact list directly from
their mobile application and
call international phone numbers at competitive Skype
calling rates.
“This application is great
for people who have family
serving in the military overseas,” Smith said. “People
would not have to worry
about missing their calls.”

This mobile program uses
the Verizon Wireless voice
network for the wireless connection of the Skype-to-Skype
calls, providing Verizon
Wireless customers with a
superior experience and topnotch call quality.
“The biggest benefit is that
it brings mobility,” Smith
said. “Secondly, it’s an inexpensive way for people to
call internationally.”
With its “always on” capability, Skype mobile means
that people will never have
to miss a call or make an
appointment to connect with
other users around the world.
Skype mobile is untethering
users from their computers
and enabling them to stay
connected easier.
Skype-to-Skype calls will
not be charged against users’
TECH, PAGE 7
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monthly minute allowances or data plans.
Verizon
Wireless customers can visit
www.skype.com to purchase
Skype Credit to make calls
to international landlines or
mobile numbers.
“Buying international minutes from Skype is less expensive than buying Verizon
wireless international calling plans,” Smith said. With
these lower rates it makes it
easier to stay connected with
friends and family overseas.

Twitter

A fairly new trend in cell
phone applications is Twitter.
Twitter is a social networking service that enables users
to send and read messages
known as tweets. Tweets are
text-based posts displayed on
the author’s profile page and
delivered to the author’s subscribers known as followers.
According to music industry sophomore Tyler Rice, this
program is “so freakin’ legit.”
“Twitter is a like a Facebook
status update, except it’s more
instant,” Rice said. “It’s a way
for people like friends or family to follow what you are
doing.”
Twitter started in 2006 and
has since grown in popularity
among celebrities and everyday people.
“I tried it right away and
thought that people could
really get into this,” Rice
said.
With the option to follow
multiple authors, it is very
easy to stay informed on a
magnitude of topics.
“I’m a big music follower,
so I like to follow bands and
musicians,” Rice said. “I like
how fast I can hear about
things.” Being able to follow
these bands and musicians
has allowed him to know
where they are touring and
when they producing new
music.
Twitter can also be a helpful application for college
students to learn information
about activities in the area.
“It is very connecting and
keeps you in the loop easily,” Rice said. “I think more
MSUM students should get
Twitter, because they do not
realize how helpful it can be.”

PHOTO SUBMITTED

Ben Folds playing piano to other users on Chatroulette. This is an example of a “clean” chat that can occur on this application.

Chatroulette
Chatroulette, an Internet
program launched in 2009,
has taken chat rooms to the
next level.
Chatroulette is a Web site
that pairs random strangers
for webcam-based conversations. People will begin an
online chat with video, audio
and/or text with a random
user. At any point, either user
may leave the current chat
by initiating another random
connection.
Gillian Holslinger, a junior
graphic design major, uses
this application when she and
her friends have spare time.
“It’s a good time waster,”
Holslinger said. “Once, I
dressed up like Lady GaGa
and made people believe I
was actually her.”
This application can also
lead to meeting other unique

people. Holsinger has even
chatted with Bam Margera,
professional skateboarder
and stuntman who appeared
on “Jackass.”
Many people are wary of
using the site due to its reputation of user nudity.
“There are a lot of creepy
people sometimes,” Holsinger
said. “75 percent of the people
who are on the Web site are
showing their boobs or genitals, and the other 25 percent
are people who just want to
talk.”
Holsinger
recommends
people to go on with friends
to be aware that seeing naked
people may happen when on
Chatroulette.
Wood can be reached at
woodle@mnstate.edu.
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Classified staff host spring social fundraiser
BY MEGAN NITSCHKE
Editor

When it comes to a college campus, administrators
are the first to be recognized,
followed closely by professors. Within the same departments, but often overlooked
are the classified staff members, which consist of the nonteaching, non-faculty members within each department.
For example, classified staff
makes up the secretaries and
general maintenance workers.
The Council on Staff Affairs
represents this group in the
MSUM community. This committee consists of 12 classified staff members and the
vice president of administrative affairs. Their main goals
are to raise scholarship money
for staff and dependents of
staff, and to promote a sense
of community among campus
employees with social events
and news updates.
Those interested in contributing to this council can
purchase the MSUM apparel
they sell, donate to Campus
Campaign or attend the seasonal socials, which take place
during the holidays, in the fall
and the spring. Last year their
annual events raised over
$6,000 in scholarship money.
The scholarships are given to
classified staff and their fam-

ily members who are enrolled
in a degree-seeking program
at MSUM.
On May 7, the council will
be hosting their spring social
in CMU 101.
“It is mainly a social event to
get all the classified together,”
said Peggy Morken, president
of CSA.
As a fundraising effort, the
event will also feature a raffle sale with two prizes to
be awarded. A general parking permit will be given out
as well as the annual favorite: Marlowe Kulish’s rocking
horse.
Kulish, a theater technician
at MSUM, has been donating his built rocking horses
for about eight years. He said
this year will be his 37th or
38th donated rocking horse
to the CSA spring social. He
made his first rocking horse
16 years ago when he was the
theater technician for the Red
River Dance and Performing
Company’s
performance
of “Here’s Love,” based on
the movie “Miracle on 34th
Street.”
In one of the scenes, the
little girl goes to a toy department. According to Kulish, the
director, Eddie Gasper, “wanted her to dream she was sitting on a rocking horse.”
Since then, Kulish has been

Seatbelts: simple, effective
for injury prevention
BY KELSEY FECHO
Staff Writer

By this time in our lives, a
majority of students have been in
a car accident or know someone
who has. There are many sources that provide information on
how to decrease the number of
accidents and how to eliminate
possible injuries, but many people don’t participate in the easiest
way of injury protection—buckling your seat belt.
The Minnesota Seat Belt
Coalition is the state’s authority
on information regarding the use
and consequences of not using a
seat belt.
They say, “Each year, motorists ages 15–29 account for 45
percent of all unbelted deaths
and 55 percent of all unbelted
serious injuries — yet this group
represents only 25 percent of all
licensed drivers.”
Also, drunk driving fatality rates increase when seat belts
aren’t used. Buckling up could
have prevented 80 percent of
drunk driving deaths last year in
Minnesota alone.
Source Nathan Bowie says: “In
a crash, odds are six times greater
for injury if a motorist is not
buckled up. An unbelted motorist can crash into a windshield
and slam into and injure other
passengers. Often, an unbelted
motorist is ejected from the vehicle and killed when the vehicle
rolls over them.”
If it’s so easy, why aren’t more
young adults fastening their

PHOTO SUBMITTED

Marlow Kulish, MSUM theater technician, builds a rocking horse every year to be raffled off at the
Council on Staff Affairs spring social.

donating his rocking horses,
only getting paid for two of
them.
“The money is used for
student scholarships,” Kulish
said. “I enjoy helping fellow
staff; we work hard at what
we do.”
Even after the numerous
rocking horses he has made,
Kulish said each one is unique.

“Each has a different look to
it,” he said.
Those who participate in
the CSA spring social raffle
will be in the drawings this
year for the rocking horse.
Attendees can also purchase
apparel at the event, which
includes embroidered jackets,
vests and polo tees.
The event will take place

from 9-11 a.m. on May 7 in
CMU 101. All faculty and
administration are invited.
“This is a very generous
community,” Morken said.
“We’ve been impressed with
how much the MSUM community gives back.”
Nitschke can be reaced at
Nitschkeme@mnstate.edu

Hula Hoopin’

ILLUSTRATION BY LAUREN TAUTE

seat belts? Design major Stella
Anderson says: “It’s just easy to
forget. You get in the car with
friends, and the first thing you
do is find music to listen to. My
friends are my biggest distraction.”
May is a big month for law
enforcement officers all over the
United States. They are increasing their patrol numbers putting
a bigger emphasis on the “Click
it or Ticket” campaign in an effort
to keep the public safe. Nathan
Bowie would like to remind us
that the “cost of a seat belt fine is
more than $110.”
Buckle your seat belt. It’s simple, effective and a much better
alternative than injuries, fines or
fatalities.
Fecho can be reached at
fechoke@mnstate.edu

Mark Radcliffe hula hoops at the MSUM Earth Day celebration that took place on the
MSUM campus mall on April 22.
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Seniors premiere final film projects
BY CONOR HOLT
Staff Writer

As seniors of every major
at MSUM wrap up their final
semester of college, the film
department is preparing
for a significant event: the
senior seminar film screenings, where they will premiere their final projects, the
result of their entire study of
film at MSUM.
The screenings started
last night, and will continue tonight and tomorrow
at 6:30 p.m. in Weld Hall
Auditorium. As the seniors
put the final touches on their
films, they are also preparing for job searching after
graduation. After four or
more years of college studies, these students will now
seek out careers that utilize
their production experience.
“It’s exciting to think about

the prospect of going into
the real world,” said senior
Eric Carlson, who, along
with Andrew Neill and Max
Heesch, created the film “A
Lutefisk Western.”
After
graduating from MSUM this
spring, they along with so
many other graduates, will
be entering the job market,
searching for a career that
will use their filmmaking
skills. Their film “A Lutefisk
Western” is a modern day
western/revenge tale, influenced by the westerns of
Sergio Leone and also the
Coen Brothers and Quentin
Tarantino.
“It’s sad; it’s exciting,”
said senior Kate Enge,
writer and director of the
film “Method.” She feels
she has learned a lot about
filmmaking and life while at
MSUM, but “it’s still sad to

be done.” She plans to move
to Chicago, where she hopes
to get work making short
films or in television. She
is also considering pursuing
work in editing film trailers.
“Method” is based around
the technique of “method”
acting—a young actor gets
too wrapped up in the process and goes insane. Enge
has been working on the
script for the past two years,
and did extensive pre-production work on the film,
including mapping out the
color scheme of each scene in
the film.
These films are developed in the senior seminar
class of the film department,
taught by professor Kyja
Kristjansson-Nelson.
Along with working on
their final film, the seniors
also create a resume and a

demo reel of their filmmaking experience for their possible employers. KristjanssonNelson enjoys the demo reels
because she gets to look at
the past projects of her students and see how they have
developed certain themes
and styles in their body
of work. As they prepare
to graduate, she said, “it’s
tough to see them go, but I’m
excited to see what they do.”
The senior seminar projects aren’t the only films
screening in the coming
days. During study day,
Wednesday, the film department will be screening the
final film projects of the
many other film classes of
the department. From the
freshmen video production
class to the advanced film
class, these short films will
be screened all day long,

from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. in Weld
Hall Auditorium. Anyone
and everyone is welcome to
attend.
Finally, on May 7, there
is the juried film exhibition,
which exhibits a number of
films that have been deemed
the best of the semester by a
jury panel. Awards will also
be given to the best director,
the top film with cinematography and script. There will
also be two new awards at
this exhibition: Best paper,
for a film research paper,
and best capstone project, for
the senior project in either
film production or theory.
Refreshments will be served
at the end of the exhibition.
This event is also open to the
public.
Holt can be reached
at hotlco@mnstate.edu

Babb’s Coffee House offers entertainmnet
BY MEGAN NITSCHKE
Editor

Standing on a stage in front
of an audience with the purpose of entertaining is often
a fear for people, but for others, it’s a chance to showcase
their talents.
Babb’s Coffee House in
Fargo is now a host venue for
Fargo entertainment, featuring sketch comedy groups,
improv and stand-up comedy.
On March 4, Nick Wieme,
a junior English major and
film minor, along with seven
other stand-up comedians,
made Babb’s the permanent
location for such acts.
“We had been jumping around comedy clubs,”
Wieme said. “And now
we’ve got a spot at Babb’s.”
Wieme, who has been
doing comedy for over two

years, said having an entertainment venue is a good
opportunity for people in
the F-M area to get some
stage time with their acts.
The show, which takes place
every other Thursday from
7-9 p.m., features comedy
acts for the first half, then
allows time for open mic performances. The featured acts
get about 20 minutes and the
open mic performers get 3-6
minutes.
The open mic performances have ranged everywhere
from stand-up comedy to
guitar playing and poetry
readings.
“We wanted a place for
people to be themselves
and express all they have,”
Wieme said. “It’s a cool experience to see people in the
area who get involved.”
Wieme said the humor is

mostly intended for a college
audience, but they tend to
get a variety.
The next show takes place
May 6. The cost is $3 per per-

son or $5 for a couple.
Wieme encourages people
to check out the show or get
involved if interested in performing.

“It’s cool to see people trying something new,” he said.
Nitschke can be reached
at nitschkeme@mnstate.edu
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Babb’s Coffee House features a variety of performances like comedy and music. It is located in Fargo
on Main Ave and Broadway.

Mellow out with Smallest Bones
BY ANNA GEORGE
A&E Editor

Smallest Bones, a recently released CD from former
MSUM student Sarah Winters,
is anything but boring.
The CD consists of a variety
of love songs, falling in love,
falling out of love, being in
love and wishing you were
no longer in love. The idea
of all those love songs may
seem like a bit of an overload, but it’s not. The sound
is refreshing and sweet like
Regina Spektor, with a Sarah
Winters touch.

Her collection of 10 tracks
makes it hard to choose
just one favorite. And with
Winters’ soothing voice you
might not want to push stop.

Smallest Bones is great for
those mellow moods and
when keeping company. You
might even find yourself humming the tunes while cleaning.
If you decided you’re not
into chill music or can’t stand
those love songs, pick up
Winters’ album just for the
artwork. The cover illustrates
the inside of an ear, where the
smallest bones lie. The colorful sketched lines will make
any white wall look good.
George can be reached
at georgean@mnstate.edu
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Things to do once
school is adjourned
BY ANNA GEORGE
A&E Editor

Staying up here for the summer? Perfect. Here are some
events taking place in the F-M
area all summer long.
Dragons After Dark
• 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. tomorrow
at the Wellness Center
•Gladiator competition,
inflatable games, dance classes, free food and more
• Prizes will be given away

• handmade crafts, food
and entertainment
Big Iron
West Fargo
Sept. 14-16
• newest and best agriculture equipment
Red River Valley Speedway
West Fargo
April-August
• stock cars, sprint cars and
world of outlaws

Volleyball Tournament
• 11 a.m. Sunday on the
campus sand volleyball courts
• Captains need to be there
by 10:30 a.m.

Race and Red Canoe and
Kayak Races
Lindenwood Park to Dike
East
• participation encouraged

Fargo Marathon
May 20-22
• 5K, 10K, half marathon
and full marathon

Trollwood Performing Arts
School
Moorhead
•outdoor theatrical productions during summer

Rib Fest
June 9-13
• food, live entertainment
and games
Scandinavian Hjemkomst
Festival
June 25-27
• dancing, entertainment,
various booths and food
MSUM
4th
celebration

of

July

Red River Valley Fair
July 9-17
• exhibits, entertainment,
livestock and midway shows
Fargo’s Downtown Street
Fair
July 15-17
• handmade arts and crafts,
food and entertainment
USA Wrestling
July 18-24
• world’s largest GrecoRoman and freestyle wrestling
tournament at the Fargodome
WE FEST
Detroit Lakes
Aug. 5-7
Wine and Grape Harvest
Festival
Buffalo, N.D.
Aug. 21
• Red Trail Vineyard
Barnesville Potato Days
Barnesville, Minn.
Aug. 27-28
• potato wrestling, food
and games
Island Park Craft Show
Aug. 28-29

Bonanzaville
West Fargo
• historic buildings, antique
cars, airplanes and farm
equipment
If all else fails and you can’t
find anything to do, try one of
these no-cost ideas:
• use pantry items for an at
home spa day, www.life123.
com
• play free online games at
www.addictinggames.com.
• take a nap outside
• go camping in a back yard
• spend a night looking at
the stars
• pull an all-nighter with
friends
• have a board game tournament
• volunteer
• catch up with friends
• movie marathon, with a
theme
• see how fast you can clean
out your closest
•trade old clothes with
friends
• visit a museum
• go geocaching, www.geocaching.com
• take in a local event
• find a scholarship, www.
fastweb.com
• read a book
• write a book
•play Assassins
with
friends
• be a kid again and play
toilet tag, hide and seek, sardines, flashlight tag, fishes
and whales or red light green
light
• go play at the park
George can be reached
at georgean@mnstate.edu

Quote

“It’s weird...you know the end

of the

but you want to hold on, just

week:

of something great is coming,
for one more second.”
-Unknown

A&E
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Softball team ends season

Dragons hope to finish strong, improve over summer
BY TIM STULKEN
Sports Editor

The women’s softball team
has had a rough season going
5-35 so far and giving up more
runs than head coach Kristin
Boyes said she would like
them to.
“This season has been a
struggle,” Boyes said. “We’re
scoring more runs than we
have in the past, but it’s been a
struggle pitching wise. We’ve
been giving up too many
runs.”
The team hopes to perform
better in the final four games
of the season, all of which take
place at the Dragons’ home
field.
“We’ve got four home
games left and they are against
teams that are ranked lower in
the conference than us right
now,” Boyes said.
The team takes on the
University of St. Mary on
Friday and Northern State on
Saturday in a pair of double
headers.
“We hope to do well at the
home games,” Boyes said.

“We played Mary earlier this
year, and we gave them a
game. We were up early in the
game and then toward the end
we let it slip away from us, so
those games are going to be
good. We hope to win them.
I think we definitely have a
shot at coming up with some
runs and beating them.”
The Dragons played Mary
in March and lost two games
to them coming with in a run
in the first loss.
The team hopes to finish
the season strong and continue improving throughout
the summer.
“During the summer we’re
going to work at getting
faster,” Boyes said. “Speed is
something we need to work
on.”
Despite the rough season,
Boyes has high hopes for the
future of her program.
“This season we’ve seen a
lot of good things, especially
out of our younger players,
so I think that’s a good omen
for things to come in the next
couple of years,” Boyes said.
“We basically have the same

CHRIS FRANZ / THE ADVOCATE

Junior Mara Litzer pitches during the Dragons’ April 2 double-header against Wayne State College.

team in place the next couple
of years and I think that the
experience from this year will
carry over to next year. We are

only going to be losing one
senior. I think being able to
bring back basically the same
team and adding a few play-

ers is going to be good for the
team.”
Stulken can be reached
at stulketi@mnstate.edu
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Top Left: The men and women MSUM cross country teams started their season at the Bison Invitational
held at the Rose Creek Golf Course on Sept. 4.
Bottom Left: Sophmore, Jake Driscoll, scored 19 total points during the Dragon’s victory over Minnesota Crookston on January 16th. The men’s basketball team ended its season 10-17 overall and 7-13
in the NSIC.
Top Right:Nemzek Noise, a new student organization made to encourage student attendance at games,
celebrates the football team’s first touchdown in the winning homecoming game on Sept. 26.
Middle Right: Senior Philip Pryor (5) and freshman Matt Birr (1) celebrate after a great defensive stop
during the Aug. 29 game against the Valley City Vikings. The Dragons went on to win 16-6. The football
team ended its season 2-9.
Bottom Right: The Dragon mascot, Scorch, hands out high-fives
during the Sept. 5 football game against Wayne State.
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Studying abroad offers new opportunities
BY ANDREW JASON
Staff Writer

The world is laid out
for students as they walk
through the doors of Flora
Frick 153. This is the Office
for International Programs;
with the popularity of studying abroad increasing many
new people have been walking through those doors.
“The demand (for studying
abroad) is increasing,” said
Janet Haak, the new director
of study abroad. “Students
need to make as serious of
an effort as possible to study
abroad.”
The number of students
studying abroad has gradually increased each spring
with the exception of this
year when it dropped from
122 students studying abroad
in spring 2009 to only 52
this semester. This is mainly
because faculty-led tours are
only available every other
year or on-demand. Not as
many faculty-led tours are
offered this semester.
MSUM offers many ways
to study overseas. Many
tours are offered through
either International Programs
or through a specific department. An example of this
is the tour to Guanajuato,

Mexico, that leaves this May
for a five-week program
focusing on Spanish language
and culture.
Another option is for students to sign up to study
at one of MSUM’s partner
schools. These programs
range from Oxford to Tianjin,
China. A list of all the available schools can be viewed
on International Programs
Web site, www.mnstate.edu/
intl.
The hardest but possibly
most rewarding way for
students to study abroad is
to transfer and enroll in a
school of their choice. This
allows students to study at
any school they want in any
country. Students have to be
careful and make sure that
the school they’re applying to
is accredited. Many schools
are not accredited so the
credits will not transfer back
to MSUM.
The cost of studying
abroad often deters students
from considering it. Financial
aid can be increased to give
students the opportunity to
travel overseas.
“It does cost more but the
financial aid office will help
in any way,” Haak said.
The most popular choice

PHOTO SUBMITTED

Photo taken in London, England in spring 2009 during the mass communications study abroad
program at University of Lincoln, England.

is Eurospring. This is an
eight-week trip where students study for five weeks
in Oxford, England, and
travel for three weeks across
Europe. This trip gives students the opportunity to
study abroad but doesn’t
require students to travel by
themselves. Studying abroad
is Korea, Japan are Australia
is also becoming very popu-

lar with MSUM students.
According to the Institute
of International Education,
the top three destinations
to study abroad for all college students are the United
Kingdom, Italy and Spain.
Eurospring spends time in
the U.K. and Italy.
Most students who study
abroad describe it as a lifechanging event.

“Studying abroad helps
expand your cultural horizons
and allows you to observe and
experience different ways of
life around the world,” said
Leann Kopperud, a participant of the 2009 Eurospring
trip. “These experiences continue to shape your thoughts
and decisions throughout
your life.”
Jason be reached at
jasonan@mnstate.edu

Library construction continues over summer
BY CONOR HOLT
Staff Writer

You may have wondered
what’s been going on at the
library recently, what with
all the workers, machines
and noise. The library is
being renovated with new
energy-efficient windows
the extensive brickwork currently being done is to allow
for more light to enter the
library, thus helping alleviate lighting costs.
Also being renovated at
this time is the library’s

elevator. The elevator code,
which dictates it’s mechanical and electrical design,
needs to be updated.
The elevator will be closed
until the end of May. This is
likely to cause problems for
both librarians and handicapped students. However,
handicapped students can
go to the reference desk, and
librarians will locate and
bring down any book they
need.
These window replacements and elevator upgrades

are part of a massive library
renovation that Dan Kirk, Vice
President of Administration
and Facilities, is working to
secure funding for. Already
during this school year, the
library’s water main was
replaced with funding from
stimulus money. The overall plan is to redesign and
modernize the interior of the
library, with new ceilings
and carpeting, more energyefficient technology and new
computers. This plan was
proposed to the 2010 session
of the Minnesota state government.
Unfortunately, Governor
Pawlenty vetoed the overall Library renovation plan

of $14.9 million, which was
passed in the State Senate.
Kirk says the school will
resubmit the proposal in the
2012 session, but until then
they will do what they can
with other sources of funding.
Despite the plan being
vetoed, the library renovations have continued, thanks
to multiple sources of funding. First, MSUM received a
$2.1 million stimulus package last year. The stimulus
money has to be used before
June. That is why so much
construction is being done
during the school year. In
2010, MSUM received $2 million in bonds from Higher
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Education Asset Preservation
and Replacement (HEAPR).
Much of this is going to
the window replacements at
the library, as well as the
recently started elevator renovation. Other projects that
are being funded by HEAPR
this summer include replacing the roof of Flora Flick,
and a renovation of King
Hall classrooms with new
ceilings and lights.
Brittany
Goodman,
Associate VP of Instructional
Resources, who also works
in the Library, is pleased
with the renovations going
on.
“I think the window work
and the elevator work is a
positive thing. I’m glad it is
getting done.” Even though
the noise level can be quite
bothersome, “we’ve been
working around it; everyone’s been a good sport.”
And despite the noise and
commotion of the renovations, library attendance
has hardly changed at all.
“I’m surprised how many
students are still here,”
Goodman said. “They must
really like the library, which
is good.”
Kirk expressed thanks for
the cooperation of students
and staff with these renovations. “People have been
very patient,” Kirk said,
“and we appreciate that very
much.”
Holt can be reached at
holtco@mnstate.edu
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Writers series ends with ‘a great model for young writers‘
BY HOLLY LAVECCHIA
Copy Editor

The semester nearing its close
signals the end of the McGrath
Visiting Writers Series. The program brings new and muchtalked-about writers to campus, and breathes fresh literary
enthusiasm and curiosity into
students.
Long-time director, Thom
Tammaro, reflected on the 24th
season of the series with the
sentiment that a writer’s visit
can remind readers of the value
of hearing material read aloud
by its creator.
“In academia, we sometimes
forget that poems are not written for textbooks or for study
and analysis—but rather, they
come from a human life, a
life engaged with the world,”
Tammaro said. “The impulse
for poetry is not an academic
one—it is a human one. A poem
is the result of the heart and
mind wrestling with life and
finding its way into language.”
The third featured writer
of this semester’s series was
Kristin Naca, who visited
MSUM on April 15. She gave
a talk about her poetic process
and read from her award-winning poetry book “Bird Eating
Bird,” which was published last
October.
“Kristin Naca is a great model
for young writers to emulate—

she has been patient with the
growth of her art.” Tammaro
said. “Her first collection, ‘Bird
Eating Bird,’ was published
when she was in her late 30s.
It is a book that’s mature in
its craft and vision, and artful
in its execution. ‘Bird Eating
Bird’ possesses the maturity of
a third or fourth collection.”
A professor herself, from
Macalester College, Naca said
that she will always think of
herself as a poet first.
“I had a professor once who
told me, ‘You are really a poet;
you could put poet on your
passport,’” Naca said. “And
I thought, if you put the word
‘poet’ on your passport, that
would be the same as saying
you’re a ‘political activist’—I
will surely be detained. That’s a
ridiculous idea.”
“Poetry has to come first,”
Naca said. “It’s inextricably
linked to my thought process
and my mental, creative health
and spiritual health.”
But she readily acknowledges how much her students
teach her. “They teach me that
I have to be open in order to do
their work justice,” Naca said.
“Even if it isn’t my propensity,
I should try harder. I should
listen harder. I should be an
advocate for their poetry as we
all should for the people that
we read even if we don’t really

like it.”
“We were reading one of
my students’ poems and I just
had to say, ‘Do you think anyone has ever uttered that sentence before in the history of
the world?’ It’s just so unlikely.
That’s a magical moment. This
sentence lives. It’s so idealistic
and romantic but it’s powerful.”
Naca’s passion for sound
comes from her master’s in linguistics from the University of
Cincinnati.
“It served as my foundation
or as a jumping off point for
how I listen to language, how I
interpret it, and how I use it in
my work.“
One of the many ideas Naca
spoke about during her trip to
MSUM was the quest to find
one’s voice, often an elusive
thing for a developing writer.
She believes that a voice is
a collective process. “It’s made
up of several voices, your experiences, your intentions, the
poets who affect your writing
the most, and finally, the curiosity that you find for a subject
matter and how alive your subject matter is in your hands.”
In Naca’s case, her biography
lent significantly to her particular voice. Her father from
Puerto Rico and mother from
the Phillipines shared a common denominator of double

colonization, first by Spain and
then the U.S.
“If I felt that there was a colonial power in our household, it
was Spanish,” Naca said.
In “Bird Eating Bird,” a majority of the poems are written
in English. In others, Spanish
creeps into the stanzas insidiously. She translates some from
Spanish to English, while a few
stand alone in Spanish. She says
that the book intends to welcome readers who are afraid of
a Martian language.
“The book is definitely meant
to invite people to try something
that will be confusing,” Naca
said. “And even to attempt to
read the Spanish, or try to, even
if they don’t speak Spanish, to
encourage those people who
might be interested in it to just
read it out loud and ask ‘What
do you hear in it?’ The same
way that we walk around for
most of our lives hearing language but not paying attention
to it—we could hear a conversation and not have any clue
what it’s about.”
Significantly, this was her
experience growing up.
“The idea of growing up in a
multilingual household where
I wasn’t spoken to in Spanish
because my parents didn’t
think that it was a commodity
it wasn’t something that they
believed would help me have

class mobility, so the book is
also a reflection of that experience Hearing the Spanish in
the air, and just having no idea
what it means.
Mysteriously, Naca remembers how her parents stopped
speaking Spanish to each other,
and switched to English when
she was five. Her confusion
over the disappearance of the
colonial tongue in her home
is what drove her to study
Spanish first hesitantly and
then with a near-reckless excitement and immersion that comes
with the discovery of one’s subject matter.
Naca calls herself an itinerant
poet. “My practice is just learning whatever I can wherever
I am,” Naca said. “Whatever
I’m reading and studying is
the thing that becomes me.
It’s an extension of what Keats
calls negative capability—you
just let go of your ego and
you ingest your subject matter and let it speak through
you. To write everything from
you and from your own hand
would be like writing the Ten
Commandments. It’s hard to
be that omnipotent and everpowerful.”

Lavecchia can be reached at
laveccho@mnstate.edu
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MSUM include: being a fulltime MSUM student, completing at least 12 credits, having
a minimum 2.5 GPA and having a general good standing
academically, financially and
socially.
There are 27 MSUM students participating in the pro-

gram next year, and Estrem
said that they are open to
more participants. She stated
that she will be able to work
with students who are still
interested in trying to find
them a place in the program.
Haley can be reached
at haleych@mnstate.edu

AWARD, FRONT PAGE
general-interest online magazine produced by students
in the capstone course for the
online journalism emphasis.
Since 2001, Horizonlines
has won 35 national and
regional awards including
the 2009 Mark of Excellence
Awards for best independent online student publication and online in-depth
reporting. “From Here to
There: Working Toward a
Greener Earth” was a project that involved traveling
abroad. It compared the way
people and communities are
going green in Costa Rica
to the way things are gone
in Minnesota and North
Dakota. Members of the
online magazine also looking into ecotourism while
abroad and their impact or
lack there of on the environment.
“Its not often that a student
can go to another country,”
Regene Radniecki, magazine
advisor said. “If you drop
young journalists in a place
they have never been they

will either fail or become
more self confident and our
members have never failed.”
“Putting aside the awards,
students have the experience to work on an online
publican in a team setting
and that is a valuable experience,” Radniecki said.
“I think it is fantastic that
student can put it on their
resume and have bragging
rights.”
Horizonlines also won
two awards from the
North Dakota Professional
Communicators. They won
first place in the Web design
category and they also took
first place for Writing for
the Web.
All-in-all MSUM won 36
awards from the NDPC,
which is a separate from
the Midwest Journalism
Conference that gave out the
SPJ Mark of Excellence and
Eric Sevaried Awards where
they collected 22 awards.
Smith can be reached
at smithmi@mnstate.edu
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
Large 3 bdrm apt ½ block from MSUM, heat & water paid,
double garage, $750, 701-238-0081
Large efficiency by Concordia. Heat paid. Parking
Plug-ins $335. 701-238-0081
Large 2 Bdrm Apt. ½ block from MSUM. Head paid.
Double garage. July 1. $595. 701-238-0081
Parents/Students. Affordable housing option from PRG
Home Sales. Duplex FOR SALE blocks from the campus.
Live in one, rent the other. $89,000. Call Marc @ 701 7938543. www.PRGHomeSales.com

EMPLOYMENT
O P P O RT U N I T I E S
Drivers Wanted $700+/wk. Start Today, Daily Pay,
Company Vehicle, No CDL. No Experience Necessary. Work
For the Summer or Year Round! 701-235-3444
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: COUNSELORS, SPEECH
AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS AND AIDES,
READING INSTRUCTORS, RECREATION, CRAFTS AND
WATERFRONT PERSONNEL NEEDED FOR A SUMMER
CAMP IN NORTH DAKOTA. WORKING WITH CHILDREN
WITH SPECIAL NEEDS. SALARY PLUS ROOM AND
BOARD. CONTACT: Dan Mimnaugh, Camp Grassick, Box
F, Dawson ND 58428, 701-327-4251 grasbek@bektel.com
**MODELS / ACTORS** Males & Females, ages 0-75+,
all sizes, needed for TV, magazines, movies, etc. PT, flex hrs.
We pay $50+/- per hr. No exp. reqd. Local jobs start May.
Bring snapshot to Marriott 1080 28th Ave S., Moorhead,
MN, Monday, May 3rd, arrive anytime 7pm-10pm, under
18 bring parent.

S E RV I C E S
FREE Pregnancy confirmation and counseling www.
firstchoiceclinic.com or 701.237.6530
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Reggie Radniecki converses with Ben Garvin, a judge at the Midwest Journalism Conference, April 16 and 17 in Bloomington, Minn.

To place an ad in the classifieds
email us at advocate@mnstate.edu

